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Abstract 

The data stored on-chain must be immutable and unmodifiable that has unique signifiers in the blockchain network. 

The primary challenge for storing enormous data in the blockchain network will face the scalability and computational 

overhead issue. Off-chaining enhances the blockchain scalability Solution to store and access the data through a hash 

pointer. Interplanetary File System (IPFS) is content-based addressing that creates a new hash for each file and stores 

the hashes in the blockchain instead of storing a huge file. IPFS network reduces the storage of transaction size of the 

block in the blockchain. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Many applications are designed on the distributed file storage using blockchain technology to ensure immutability and security, 

a decentralized database that stores the transaction in a peer-to-peer network. Trusted a third party to store the personal data and 

sensitive data may lead to attacks and misuse of the user data without compromising the security. Developing legal laws and 

regulatory decisions about collecting, sharing, and storing sensitive data in the blockchain with a decentralized platform.[1] A 

data management system ensures the users own and control the data. The blockchain protocol recognizes the user's data to grant 

permission to access by the access control manager.The traditional peer-to-peer systems include Distributed Hash Table(DHT), 

BitTorrent, Git, and SFS. [2]BitTorrent is a peer-to-peer file-sharing system to distribute the file among each untrusted peer 

using a quasi tit-for-tat strategy to reward the honest user and punish the malicious user that leeches other's resources.The DHT 

and BitSwap allow IPFS to link the cryptographic hashes using Merkle Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) with these properties 

content addressing, Tamper resistance, and Deduplication.[3]The integration of 5G and industry 4.0 and Blockchain data 

storage systems has ensured security and increased the amount of data transfer.5G mobile networks increase channel capacity 

and improve network efficiency compared to other generations.However, the storage space and access the information from 

other peers is an issue for many applications.  

 

Interplanetary File System and the blockchain will solve the problem of storage space and access among the peers of 

transaction of the block.The consensus algorithm of the blockchain validates the storage and retrieval process to avoid users 

injecting fake transactions into the ledger. 

 

The remaining paper is organized as follows: Section II describes related work, Section III describes the Blockchain 

Techonology and IPFS, and Section IV concludes the paper. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

Traditional data storage involves a third party for data storage and is untrustworthy, and insecure, non-transparent, unreliable. 

The proposed system exploits the benefit of an Interplanetary File System.IPFS eliminates the limitation of storage space in the 

blockchain network and ensures data availability and reliability of the network.The high demand for storage space and 

bandwidth to synchronize data of many nodes in the network.[4]The miner's store all the transaction data in the IPFS. IPFS 

produces a hash of transactions into the block. A new node is attached to the network, and complete data synchronization is 

necessary for the blockchain network. For the mining process, build an unspent output of all transactions pool for the 

transaction verification process.IPFS network reduces the storage of transaction size of the block in the blockchain.the 

transaction data deposited in the IPFS by miners and return the hash of the transactions and store it in the block. The evaluation 

of the synchronization speed of all nodes in terms of good performance. The compression ratio can reach 0.0817. [5]Content-

based addressing in IPFS implications it easy to access transactions, distributes the content to other peers in the network, and 

increases the integrity of transactions.[6]IPFS stores the multimedia objects such as images and video as transactions to prevent 

copyright infringement. The copyright information circulates to all the peers in the blockchain network, and the copyright 

infringement verifies in the blockchain distributed ledger.The data storage management and privacy and security of information 

in a centralized manner for cloud-based storage may lead to a single point of failure.[7]The cluster node of IPFS ensures the 

authentication of the healthcare devices. The cluster layer is proposed for device-generated data in hash-based storage and 

securely transmitting over the consortium blockchain.[8]IPFS is used to store the data using the Secure hashing algorithm 

SHA-256 for the service verification scheme. The miner node uses the smart contract as a service dispute between the client 

and service provider to maintain the distributed ledger of the blockchain network.[9]The combination of IPFS and Blockchain 

addresses the problem of high throughput for individual users of content service providers. 
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III. BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY 

The core concept of blockchain technology of digital cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin was first introduced by Nakamoto in 

2009. [10]Blockchain is a digital distributed ledger technology, decentralized, tamper-resistant, immutable based on 

cryptographic algorithms. Digital information recorded in a chain structure called blocks. Each block keeping a set of 

transactions validated through consensus algorithm to establish data provenance. A chain of data blocks connected by hashes 

that allows peer to peer who may not necessarily trust each other to share information.Core components of blockchain are: 

Node: Any computer connected to the blockchain network can validate the transaction. A node can contain an entire history of all 

transactions of a specific blockchain. 

 

Block: A data structure keeps a set of valid transactions in a distributed ledger.  

 

Chain: A sequence of blocks arranged on the blockchain in chronological order. 

 

Transaction: Each transaction on the blockchain is verified and added to the block. Once a transaction is stored in a Block. It 

cannot be altered or modified. 

 

Consensus: Creating a new block to validate the transactions through consensus protocols. Some of the most common consensus 

protocols are Proof of Work (PoW), Proof of Stake (PoS), Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT), etc. 

 

Merkle Tree: The hash pointer of all transactions in a block. 

 

Public Key Infrastructure:  Uniquely identify the blocks and transactions of the participating nodes of the blockchain network 

using the cryptographic keys. The content of each block validates by the hash function. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

IV. OFF-CHAIN DATA STORAGE 

The data stored on-chain must be immutable and unmodifiable that has unique signifiers in the blockchain network. The 

primary challenging for storing a large datas in the blockchain network which face the scalability and computational overhead 

issue. Off-chaining enhance the blockchain scalability Solution to store and access the data through a hash pointer. The 

different security credentials such as cryptographic public-private key pair protecting off-chain data.Off-chain systems required 
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proper back up to avoid single point of failure must maintain certain functionality with high accessibility.The most popular and 

well-established platforms for decentralized storage systems such as Interplanetary File System, Stroj, SWARM, and Sia. 

 

Interplanetary File System (IPFS) 

Interplanetary File System (IPFS) is one of the important off-chain storage approaches. IPFS is a content based addressed data 

storage protocol, allocating a unique hash for each stored file. The hash will modify every time when it is updated which is 46 

bytes long.All transaction data is stored in the IPFS by the miners. IPFS inserts a hash of transactions into each block. The new 

node is added to the network, and the blockchain network requires complete data synchronization. Create an unspent output 

pool of all transactions for the transaction verification procedure for the mining process. The IPFS network minimizes the 

amount of the block's transaction storage on the blockchain. Miners put transaction data in IPFS, return the hash of the 

transactions, and store it in the blocks. 

 

 
 

The IPFS distributed bandwidth is classified the network traffic into incoming and outgoing. The IN bandwidth specifies the 

transactions stored into IPFS and OUT bandwidth specfies the access from IPFS. 

 

 
 

The content-based address does not reveal the location of the transaction in contrast with the location-based address keeping the 

transactions on IPFS distributed storage. At the time of the mining process, the transactions on IPFS access the URL 

“localhost:8080/ipfs/hash of file”. 
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The connection of IPFS shows the detail of all peers connected at a time and resources access in a distributed environment. All 

the peers must have the Peer ID, Location, Latency, Connection, and Open streams. 

 

 
 

V. CONCLUSION 

The existing storage models like Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Hyperledger distributed ledger of the blockchain suffer enormous data 

storage will face the scalability and computational overhead issue. In this paper, the proposed Blockchain Data Storage Model 

based on Interplanetary File System provides the efficient storage of the hash of the transactions in the network instead of 

storing the entire file. IPFS network reduces the storage of transaction size of the block in the blockchain. 
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